Future challenges for occupational health services can be prevented by proactive collaboration with the companies using the services: a participatory and reflection project
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Background: There is clearly a need for research in the field of occupational health service (OHS) for applying new perspectives. Proactive collaboration is needed between the OHSs and the companies. The customers of the companies using the services should be able to safeguard themselves from the health problems caused by the work environment through proactive collaboration with the OHSs.

Objective: The main purpose of this interdisciplinary study was to explore how the stakeholders reflected to create and agree on core values for future challenges in OHS, as seen from the perspectives of OHS professionals and customer companies.

Methodology: An action research process was conducted. This study was divided into three phases. In phase I, the data were collected from interviews and diaries of interdisciplinary occupational health professionals (n=12). A focus group that sampled the eight managers of the customer companies was also included. In phase II, a questionnaire was developed with 24 questions focusing on examining the future challenges for OHS. The questionnaire was sent to customer companies (n=116). In phase III, a scoping review was undertaken.

Results: Three categories emerged from the analysis: “Balancing complex situations” clarified the complexity regarding senior employees; “Working with a proactive approach” indicated the need for working with a new proactive approach supporting sustainable health; and “Collaborate internally and externally” showed good relationships between the customer and the OHS, which is a mutual responsibility to both the partners.

Conclusion: The results outlined that it is necessary to take action to apply new proactive health promotions, with a focus on workplace health promotion. The results also indicated that interventions for senior employees are of importance. This study was done in collaboration with the stakeholders from the occupational health care service center and the managers from the customer companies. The use of a participatory research design, including close collaboration with the participants, allows the researchers to see the challenges.
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Introduction
Occupational health services (OHSs) of today face several important and complex challenges. Some challenges are related to the understanding of the health concept, while others concern the organization of OHSs.¹ The modern OHS is supposed to be multiprofessional and customer-oriented but seems foremost to be driven by a traditional pathogenic biomedical agenda,¹ with a primary focus on preventing disease...
(pathogenic perspective) rather than promoting positive measures of health (salutogenic perspective). A salutogenic perspective is to be used as a guide for health promotion because it highlights opportunities and identifies resources instead of focusing on risk factors for diseases. To meet these challenges in occupational health, it is vital to draw attention to health promotion built on a salutogenic perspective. The organization of OHSs is also important to take into account. The process of OHS can be seen as a transition in the workplace-oriented health programs for helping people cope with social, emotional, and physical conditions. However, the majority of studies until today have not focused on changing the workplace, which is a limitation. Workplace health promotion (WHP) has been defined as “the combined efforts of employers, employees and society to improve the health and well-being for people at work”. The major role of a good organizational climate at a workplace has been found as an occasion for supporting the employee’s well-being at work in a salutogenic way.7

Other challenges focus on the very quick increase of the elderly population, addressed to the labor market. Sweden confronts, such as many other countries, a demographic “time bomb” in the form of an ever-increasing elderly population resulting in a need for strategic changes in the institutional health care arrangement. Employees are expected to work longer, which demands strategic changes in the institutional health care arrangement. Senior employees often have a good idea themselves about what they want when it comes to their health. This requires different innovative health care logic methods, other than what traditionally are offered in order to meet different customer situations.11

The challenges described above address both theoretical and practical gaps in the current understanding of OHS and suggest that the field needs further research. Therefore, the main purpose of this interdisciplinary study was to explore how the authors reflected with the stakeholders to create and agree on core values for future challenges in the OHS seen from the perspectives of OHS professionals and customer companies. The purpose was also to describe what components were important for OHS in a scoping review.

Methods
Participants and settings
This study is based on participatory and reflection approach.13 Action research is characterized by stakeholders who participate and work together with researchers to create knowledge about problems in practice in order to develop practical knowledge.

The particular occupational health service center (OHSC) is a part of a bigger OHS limited, which owns one-fourth of all OHSCs in Sweden. In Sweden, there are three big owners of occupational health centers and also some small private centers. This study included a three-phase process; the first phase included collecting qualitative data from diaries and interviews with occupational health professionals in the OHSC in southwest Sweden as well as focus groups, interviewing the managers of the customer companies affiliated to the OHSC. The second phase was a quantitative part with a questionnaire to managers of the customer companies. Finally, the third phase was a scoping review of research on occupational health.14

The occupational health professionals included seven health care professionals: a physician, two occupational nurses, a physiotherapist, a social worker, a psychologist, and a nurse assistant. There was also the vice director and a secretary.

In this collaborative and interdisciplinary study, stakeholders who participated from OHS served a total of 160 companies with a total of 3,600 employees, in the area of industry, trade, and services, and were affiliated to the local OHS.

This study was supported by the Knowledge Foundation and has undergone a review process for identifying ethical issues (KKS dnr 20130309). Ethical permission was not required because the questions were not of a sensitive nature. However, the ethical issues were reflected on, and harm was minimized. The autonomy and integrity of the study persons were respected, the principles were followed in line with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the participants were assured of the confidentiality of the collected material.15 Written information about the project was sent to the participants of the study (occupational health care professionals and managers of the customer companies). Participation in the study was voluntary and could be discontinued at any time. Before the beginning of individual and focus group interviews, written and verbal consent was obtained from all the participants of the research project. All the collected material was treated according to the Swedish law of personal particular data (Personuppgiftslagen, 1998:204). Therefore, the data material was coded with non-identifiable codes and was locked in cabinets, and only the researchers had access to the data.

Data collection and data analysis
Phase I
Interviews with occupational health care professionals
All multiprofessional persons from the OHSC were interviewed individually (n=9). The professionals included the vice director, one physician, two occupational nurses, one
physiotherapist, one social worker, one psychologist, one nurse assistant, and one secretary. The semi-structured questions dealt with their own role in the OHSC, future challenges and goals, and processes for achieving these goals. They were also asked to describe their view of health promotion at work. The interviews lasted between 45 and 60 minutes, and notes were written down during the interviews.

**Diaries written by occupational health care professionals**

All occupational health care professionals were asked to write down the experiences and thoughts of their daily work at the OHSC in a logbook. The logbooks were written during one year and collected by the researchers three times during this year. On these occasions, short seminars (Figure 1) were held with the staff where they had the opportunity to discuss important issues and also how they felt writing down the experiences and reflections of their daily work on a regular basis.

**Focus group interviews with managers of the customer companies**

Eight managers from the customer companies affiliated to the OHSC participated in two focus group interviews. The focus groups were strategically selected based on business branch. Eight managers were representing bank office, engineering, automotive, economist in vehicle industry, builders company, social insurance, service company, and food industry respectively. The questions dealt with, and managers reflected on, the following theme: customer role, dialogue with the OHSs, future challenges, workplace health, health promotion leadership, and elderly persons within the company. The interviews with the focus groups lasted for ~1 hour per session.

The data from the diaries and the interviews with occupational health professionals and focus group interviews with managers were analyzed using inductive qualitative content analysis. First, the text was read several times to comprehend the whole picture of the data. Second, the text units relevant to the aim were identified and open-coded. While rereading the codes, categories emerged, and each text unit was retested for accuracy to be classified under the respective categories. The analysis was validated by discussions in a cross-professional group consisting of four people (two nurses, one physiotherapist, and one economist). Throughout data analysis, several meetings between this cross-professional group took place to discuss categories until a consensus was met. After data analysis, translation into the English language was carried out. Quotations from different informants were also chosen to illustrate the findings.

**Phase II**

A questionnaire was developed based on interviews with the focus groups including managers of the customer companies. The think-aloud method was used to validate the questionnaire. Six persons with insight in business companies participated in the validation, which resulted in minor revisions of the questionnaire.

The questionnaire consisted of 24 statements and three open questions about today's OHSs, health promotion work, and future challenges. The questionnaire was sent to the managers of the customer companies, which were randomly selected (n=116).

Descriptive statistics including frequency, mean, median, and percentage were used to summarize the data. The companies affiliated to OHSC consisted of few employees, and hence, they were divided into three groups: 1–10, 11–50, and more than 50 employees. To determine the differences between the companies, independent samples t-test was used. P values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. SPSS version 20 (IBM...
Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA) was used to run statistical analysis. The questionnaire was answered by 61 managers (53%).

Phase III

Literature review

A scoping review of the literature was conducted to explore the components important for OHS. Databases such as PubMed, ABI Inform, and Academic Search Elite ASE were searched for articles. The following keywords and combinations of keywords were used in PubMed and modified for other databases when appropriate:

- (“Occupational health service” OR “customer”) AND (Exp*) AND (Care taker) AND (“Health promotion”) published from 2010 to February 2015
- (“Workplace health” OR “customer” OR “Care taker”) AND (Exp*) AND (Health promotion) AND (perception) published from 2010 to February 2015

The keywords were also searched as free text in the databases. The search was limited to English-language articles in all databases with the keyword “Occupational health service”. Inclusion criteria were occupational health and results based on caretakers’ perception of workplace health. The articles focusing on health care professionals’ perspective, illness perspective, and specific diseases such as cancer were excluded.

The search with the keywords “occupational health service” and “workplace health” in combination with exp* AND perception with the keyword “customer” generated a total of 309 references. However, after removing duplicates, 123 references remained. The titles were read, and 62 appeared to be relevant to the aim. The articles that were excluded based on their titles focused on illness perspective, body image, inpatient care, and specific diseases. Then, the abstracts were read, and 45 articles were included. Those excluded focused on illnesses, dietary program for diabetes mellitus, specific disease, psychiatric illnesses, and cognition. Finally, these 45 articles were read in full text, and 17 were included (Figure 2).

The literature was analyzed by extracting and summarizing all the data relevant to the aim of the study by using a matrix including information, such as authors, years of publication, country, journal, aim, overview of method, important factors for occupational health, and OHS. When analyzing the literature data, the categories developed from the qualitative content analysis (stage 1) were used to sort the data.

Results

Results from the diaries, individual interviews, focus group interviews, the questionnaire as well as the literature review are presented in three categories regarding experiences and important components of OHSs and their future challenges. The categories were developed inductively from statements from occupational health professionals as well as from managers of the affiliated companies. The emerged categories were “Balancing complex situations”, “Working with a proactive approach”, and “Collaborate internally and externally”.

Balancing complex situations

The literature points out some complex situations to balance in the workplace and shows that there are different ways to handle these situations. Higher-rank employees tend to see the challenges they face at work as being in their own expectations of how they and their colleagues should make use of their time. Lower-rank employees, on the other hand, tend to see themselves as being in their prescribed jobs and others’ expectations of them.

To work in an OHSC involves handling and balancing complex situations in relation to employees as well as to employers. Loyalty to the employees versus the companies’ beneficial interests may cause severe moral conflicts for the occupational health care professionals. To be loyal to the employee can imply disloyalty to the employer. One of the occupational nurses (female) said:

To stand on the employee’s side may cause a moral conflict.
There must be a balance in my loyalties. [Interview 1]

The results of the questionnaire answered by the employees also showed that OHSC was perceived to be loyal to the company customers (n=34), but sometimes they implied that OHSC took the employees side instead of the work management (n=33).

The occupational health professionals were of the opinion that employers were not always conscious of their responsibility towards employees and that the company culture was a hindrance for an effective OHS. This was sometimes difficult to balance for the occupational health professionals.

In relation to the ages of the employees, there may also be further complex situations to balance. For example, employers described that young employees’ attitudes to “short sick leave” have changed over time and many young employees do not care about their health. They live a sedentary and unhealthy life which influences their working capacity; they do not exercise, and in many cases, do not eat breakfast before coming to work. This was described by the employers as a complex situation in today’s working life that had to be dealt with, which meant that the young employees, in some cases, almost have to be brought up by the employers. When it
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comes to the senior employees, the employers described that several persons are stuck in old habits which can be difficult to deal with at the workplace. Furthermore, the literature pointed out that work-related values differ between generations and have to be considered.21,22 The increase of senior workers also put other demands on the OHSs, as they may have difficulties to manage the rapid development in many areas. The results from the questionnaire further showed that the managers of the companies (n=33) wanted to stimulate the employees to work after the age of retirement and they were also of the opinion that OHSC, in collaboration with their company, could create a health-promoting workplace for senior employees (n=32). To motivate aging employees to stay longer at work is one of the greatest challenges of this decade, according to literature concerning human resource managers. If a growing number of senior employees retire from their jobs, organizations will face strong challenges in terms of finding replacement workers and preventing knowledge loss.23,24

The results of the questionnaire also showed that independent of ages, psychosocial problems among employees have increased which requires great efforts from OHSs. Half of the managers who answered the questionnaire were of the opinion that OHSCs were good at supporting the employees’ psychosocial problems and do not ignore these complex situations.

Figure 2 Flow chart over literature search.
Also, research results have confirmed that psychosocial problems in a working population are highly prevalent and often result in further deterioration of mental health and consequently absence from work. Therefore, the OHS needs to evaluate health promotion programs to reduce psychosocial problems among employees.\(^{25,26}\)

Another complexity in OHSs is the lack of time for the health professionals to perform their tasks. The occupational health professionals described, in the diaries, a stressful working situation exemplified by how they must undertake their daily work without necessary reflections. This was experienced as a difficulty to deal with. The social worker (female) from the OHSC said:

Our work requires reflection but it is tangible work without reflection. [Interview 3]

New complex contracts with the affiliated companies also cause problems for the occupational health professionals and constitute further stressful situations to handle.

**Working with a proactive approach**

There are increased requirements of OHSC from the customer companies which call for more flexibility regarding the range of services. They wanted new professionals to be employed in the OHSC and more external activities such as lectures given at their company. They suggested replacing some of the professionals at the OHSC and instead employing, for example, health coaches. A manager of the customer companies from a bank office (male) said:

Important that there are many different professionals in the OHSC. [Focus group 1]

Managers of companies with more than 10 employees were of the opinion that the OHSC should adjust the range of services more after the company’s needs (\(p=0.008\)). They were also of the opinion that the OHSC could be better in helping them with the challenges their company faces (\(p=0.016\)). Twenty-seven managers thought that the OHSC was open for change regarding its services.

They also pointed out that the OHSC is left “in the old” and that there is a lack of innovation within the OHSC. However, the occupational health professionals themselves meant that they were innovative and have changed direction, for example, from health examinations to a more proactive work.

Moreover, the result of the questionnaire showed that all the managers felt that it was important to promote employees’ health and not only prevent disease (n=40), and 26 managers felt that the OHSs can work more with health promotion. In the literature, health promotion in workplaces was described as a process of enabling employees to increase control over determinants of health, thereby improving their health. Work health promotion needs to include positive health measures and settings approaches in intervention programs,\(^{27–31}\) such as mindfulness at workplaces, which has shown positive effects on job performance.\(^{32}\) It was also described how important it is to anchor health promotion among stakeholders by arguing that sustainable production is dependent on employees’ health.\(^{27}\) Job and personal resources are described as the main predictors of engagement, and engaged employees proactively change their work environment in order to stay engaged.\(^{33}\) The resources gain their salience in the context of high job demands. Job design theory as well as job crafting theory was found to be helpful in recognizing the value of employees’ proactivity at work.\(^{20,34}\)

**Collaborate internally and externally**

There were 29 managers who were of the opinion that the OHSC should collaborate more with external partners, such as primary health care centers and wellness companies.

In addition, the occupational health professionals wanted to work more, and in a different way, with external partners strengthening their operation. They were aware of the fact that collaboration with external partners was necessary to avoid OHSC from becoming its own small oasis. A manager of the customer companies from a service company (female) said:

Sometimes there is routine in the collaboration with others and then there is a need for retakes. [Focus group 2]

They also pointed out how important it is to listen to the customers’ wishes and identify their needs in a better way. Some of the customer companies wanted extended information about the services available; however, 34 of the managers were of the opinion that the health professionals informed about their services in a good manner. They wanted better communication with the OHSC and more education regarding work environment. They also pointed out how important it is that the health professionals visit the companies for meetings and discussions with the employees more often. One study in the literature review showed that there are benefits for the companies when they invest in the workplace health and implement comprehensive strategies. In particular, involving external stakeholders is important and could improve the quality and conditions of working life. They could be an integral part of management practices and daily working life at all levels of an enterprise.\(^{35}\)
The occupational health care professionals in the OHSC sometimes had strained external collaborations, and their meetings with the affiliated companies were experienced as frustrating. However, if the collaboration was good, it was easier to handle even acute situations. Good relationships between the customer and the OHSC were seen as mutual responsibility according to both the partners.

In the literature review, the recommendations of one study for implementation of an occupational health guideline included the formation of a linkage group, collaboration with other experts, formations of peer support groups, and communicating benefits of investments, expectations, and ethical considerations.

**Discussion**

This study contributes to novel perspectives of future challenges for OHS.

The OHS is facing several complex situations as well as the managers at the customer companies. The results showed, both via the professionals at the OHSC and via the managers at the customer companies, that there was a different complexity regarding younger and older persons at workplaces. This result is in line with the studies of Parry and Urwin and Schullery, which concluded that different generations have different work-related values. Furthermore, the young ones had to learn to be at work in time, and some of them also had to learn to sleep well and eat breakfast before starting work. The elderly working population had other difficulties, such as new technical elements, and they sometimes needed more time when doing their working tasks. Today, there is an increasing older population, and some would probably work longer than retirement and that was also something that the managers of the companies both hoped for and encouraged. Therefore, it is of importance to plan for senior workers before they are at the age of retirement. As the managers in the study stated, the OHS must be aware of this and promote health and create a health-promoting workplace for future senior workers, maybe with inspiring new knowledge regarding difficulties they may experience at work as well as promoting occupational self-efficacy which is shown to predict job satisfaction and intrinsic job motivation. This was also what the managers at the customer companies wanted the OHSC to do. Organizational stimulation and work motivation, as well as the various job characteristics, was positively related to the employees’ willingness to continue working, and this must be an important information for the managers at the customer companies. According to Inceoglu et al who examined age-related differences in work motivation, the OHS must have a more reflected attitude to older workers and the age-related changes in motivational variables.

Another complexity to be balanced was the increasing psychosocial problems, and this is a challenge for the OHS, as well as the managers at workplaces, to handle. The results from the questionnaire showed that the managers at the customer companies were satisfied with the OHSCs way of supporting the employees’ psychosocial problems, but it is still important that the OHS evaluates health promotion program to reduce psychosocial problems among employees. These problems could otherwise result in long-term sick leave with high costs for the companies. Persons on sick leave often have problems when returning to work, and therefore, it is of importance to put more emphasis on promoting health and not act only when symptoms of disease exist.

The managers at the customer companies implied that the OHSC is stuck in old habits and has to change and be more proactive, quite the opposite of what the professionals themselves thought. Bringsén et al showed that occupational health in general must focus more on health promotion. To work with health promotion with a salutogenic approach can be the future for OHSs. However, health promotion at workplace and a salutogenic concept may have crucial roles, and this concept can be a huge challenge for academic public and vocational practitioners if they have economic demands. As the results from both the interviews and the questionnaire pointed out that health promotion is an important proactive approach, the OHS has to change focus. There is a need for more health promotion interventions, and maybe, focusing on the senior workers is most important now. In this case, the senior workers must be involved in the planning of interventions, and they should be asked about what interventions they would prefer for their well-being at work. Managers at workplaces have to take the responsibility, and they need to include work environment and organizational factors in their work, and therefore, integration with OHS is needed.

To collaborate more with the OHSC, and other health organizations, was also a suggestion from managers in this study. Primary health care could be a collaborative partner, and to work together with wellness companies could be one solution. The occupational health professionals were also aware of the fact that collaboration with external partners was necessary to avoid OHSC from being its own small oasis. No development can be made without input from other companies in a similar branch. As studies have shown, external stakeholders could be invited in order to improve the quality and conditions of working life.
It is important that the OHSC is listening to the customers’ wishes and the managers are also called for more and better communication, and this must be in a good atmosphere. To be clear and have a direct communication is of importance in order to avoid misunderstandings. The OHSC also has to be available for the customers and should possibly have more planned meetings. They pointed out how important it is that the occupational health professional visit the companies more frequently for meetings and discussions with the employees. This can be in a salutogenic approach making employees feel involved and included. The managers wanted more education regarding work environment, and this is something that the OHSC should develop. In the future, the workplace managers and OHSC could work together more intensively with person-centered health in the education program. Regarding the work environment, it is the managers’ responsibility to plan for a successful workplace, but the OHSC could also assist with this. Making a healthy workplace needs a health-promoting leadership, although it is also the employees’ responsibility. Good teamwork, with good leadership, is a challenge that needs further collaboration between the customer companies and the OHSC.

Strengths and limitations
This study could have been done with different methods used separately. However, the aim was to explore and reflect, and this required a collaboration of methods and participation of both professionals from OHS and managers from customer companies. The authors chose to conduct the action research process in three phases to collect data in order to gain a deeper understanding of the problem and its context. In the first phase, the analysis and reflection were conducted twice. The qualitative part was the first phase, and the questionnaire was developed based on interviews with the focus groups including managers of the customer companies. The quantitative part was built from the managers’ experiences which could be seen as a strength of this study. However, only 53% of managers answered the questionnaire. The companies were rather similar in their size, which could be a limitation; however, there was a big variation regarding the type of branches, and this is a strength in the study. The literature search with the keywords “occupational health service” and “workplace health” resulted in a limited number of references despite workplace health being an important term globally. This might be because research within “work health” more often includes working people in a general perspective. The studies included samples from various groups with both similarities and multidisciplinary working contexts.

Conclusion
The future challenges of OHSCs seen from the perspectives of interdisciplinary occupational health care professionals and customer companies and from research literature included balancing complex situations, working with a proactive approach, and collaborating internally and externally. The results suggested that it is important to stimulate the employees to work after the age of retirement, and the managers wanted to create a health-promoting workplace for senior employees in collaboration with the OHSC. Furthermore, the managers were of the opinion that it is important to promote the health of their employees and not only prevent disease; that is, they wanted to work in a salutogenic approach. The occupational health professionals were also aware of the fact that collaboration with external partners was necessary to avoid OHSC from being its own small oasis, which was also the managers’ opinion. These future challenges must be discussed and resolved through collaboration between the OHSC and the managers at the customer companies. Further research is needed though, and implementation studies regarding WHP for senior employees are of importance.
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